BOOTY CALL RULES

1. NO sleeping over
2. NO meeting in public
3. NO calls before 2 A.M.
4. None of that lovemaking stuff!
5. No emotional discussions... (ex. "where are we heading with this?") you know where it's heading
6. NO plans made in advance (that is why they're called the backup)
7. NO non-sexual gifts (altoids not included) **I thought you knew 'bout the mints**
8. NO baby talk (however, dirty talk is encouraged)
9. NO asking for comparisons about former lovers (in fact, no conversations are a plus)
10. NO kissing (too intimate)
11. NO calling each other friends with benefits (we're not friends and we never will be)
12. Calling out the wrong name during sex is okay (who the hell are they to care)
13. NO extra clothing (I don’t want your ass leaving anything behind that my real girlfriend/boyfriend might find)
14. NO guilt about falling asleep right after sex
15. Don’t be offended if I didn’t ask if you enjoyed it (I didn’t care)
16. Never walk the person to the door or their car for any reason
17. If anyone asks, "Who was that?" .... they're your roommate’s snag
18. Doggie style only (rare exceptions when I am tired and let you ride)
   REASON FOR DOGGY STYLE - the less eye contact the better. it destroys the purpose
19. never discuss these previously mentioned rules they are already agreed to in advance